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2012 Notable UT Woman

CATHERINE LUTHER
The 2012 Notable UT Woman is Catherine Luther, associate dean for the College of Communication and Information. Luther has a reputation as an international media and gender scholar. She is particularly known for her Fulbright research, which focused on the influence of mass media on health behaviors of male and female teenagers in Japan. In her role as associate dean, she has heightened the college’s awareness of diversity and gender issues by organizing a college-wide diversity workshop and implementing a diversity statement for course syllabi. As a professor in the school of journalism and electronic media, she created two courses on media, diversity, and gender.

The Notable UT Woman honor is awarded to women from three rotating categories—administrator, alumnae, faculty and staff—who have made outstanding contributions to the university. The Notable UT Woman Award is presented by the Commission for Women. Every year since 1995, the Commission for Women has recognized a woman whose accomplishments bring distinction to the university.

2012 Honors
- Highest Honors
- Diversity and Campus Environment Awards
- Outreach and Service Awards
- Research and Creative Achievement Awards
- Student Awards
- Teaching Awards

Previous Winners
- 2011 Award Recipients
- 2010 Award Recipients
- 2009 Award Recipients
- 2008 Award Recipients
- 2007 Award Recipients